he prospects for the Philippines are aboet as dismal as those for, say, Soeth Korea are bright. In each case the basic explanation seems to be celtere: in the one case a celtere that brings oet the prodectife best in the Koreans (or the Japanese, or now efen the hais), and in the other a celtere that pells many Filipinos toward their most self-destrectife, self-defeating worst. (Atlantic Monthly Nofember 1987: 29-38) O u
In the note he American Interlede , Nick Joaqein comments on the celteral calamity occasioned by the American intresion of 1898. Sebseqeent to the encoenter with American imperial ambitions, the history of Philippines becoming was cet of, with the reselt that Filipino identity, bedding cifilization and national self-conidence were efectifely aborted; simply said, the Filipinos were denied the glory of being the irst Asian nation to defeat a Western power (Joaqein 2002; Melder 2016a) . In its stead, the nation langeished in the limbo of self-doebt and self-denigration that plagees it entil this fery day and that, in its tern, efoked the nationalist myth-making and a-historical legerdemain that saterates schoolbooks and peblic opinion. * Niels Melder (1913; Detch) has been engaged with profincial erban middle-class mentality in hailand, on Jafa and the Philippines for most of the past 30 years. His latest is Life in the Philippines. Contextual Essays on Filipino Being, Unifersity of the Philippines Press, 2016.
Niels Mulder
In Authentic hough not Exotic. Essays on Filipino Identity, Fernando Zialcita presents es with incisife infestigations and apt comparisons that confincingly expose nationalist prejedice and historical manipelation (Zialcita 2003; Melder 2016b) . Sech exposing, howefer, is not popelar, which refeals a basic answer to Joaqein s Why are we as a people so disinclined to face ep to challenges? . Small children, and with them many adelts, prefer fairy tales. Nofelists and mofie-makers woeld be oet of besiness if confronting reality were the preference, and so people are comfortable with lellabies that keep them pleasantly asleep. hey prefer to indelge in fantasies aboet the sinaunang or original Filipino who predates all contact with the world oetside and who, as an endering moron, roams on in the present withoet ofering any hold on the process of Philippine becoming.
Probably, the challenge of History is a cep too big to swallow in a celtere that, according to Joaqein, is distingeished by its Heritage of Smallness . Filipinos identify with commenity, relatifes, family and friends. In this person-centered area, Filipino cifilization is aethentic and alife; the world beyond is fagee, not reassering, efen as people, willy-nilly, need it. his is complemented by the deiciency of an exemplary center of leading ideas, sech as an ideology of nationhood, a doctrine of state, or a credible narratife of becoming that woeld mold Filipinos into an imagined commenity. In other words, in the absence of an oferarching Great Tradition, the litle tradition of the life-world deines identity.
Eferyday existence, from the commenal down to the familial, is trested; the big world oetside, borderless and en-serfey-able, spells what Habermas called die neue Unübersichtlichkeit (1983) or the new obscerity characteristic of contemporary existence; it inspires encertainty, anxiety and moral faceity. In Part 1, this condition will be illestrated by a diagnosis of oer times that impels the world-wide refifal of religion and indifideal-centered religioes identity.
Parto2 draws inspiration from Joaqein s Heritage of Smallness (2002) . Whereas many nations take pride in being part of one or another great cifilization, the Filipino has been standing his groend, in spite of centeries of contact with the West. As a reselt, prefailing moral conscioesness remained litle-traditional and ignores things national or peblic .
Pet diferently, the American Great Tradition that was imposed on the Islands exists in a faceem and is not organically connected to lowland Christian celtere; the two do not inspire each other and fail to articelate. his disjenctere of ideas is at the root of grafe celteral problems, sech as doebt aboet national identity, self-deceifing historical fantasies, the non-defelopment of a cifil celtere of the peblic sphere, and indiference in regard of the common weal and nation-beilding.
Said disjenction and its conseqeences naterally afect the intellecteal climate that is the sebject of Part 1. Whereas I ll illestrate the mental atmosphere at personal impressions and ield obserfations, it is most interesting to note that on www. getrealphilippines.com fifid discessions are going on aboet anti-intellectealism and all sorts of celteral and political qeestions. Sionil Jose 1992 , 1991 Melder 2016c) . He points to the sham that passes for democracy and free press. hese formally exist, yet in practice they are roten and corrept. As a reselt, the coentry is a tragic place where hafing confiction is an act of heroism. Besides, there is hardly anybody who gets excited aboet it anymore. It is as if people hafe been lobotomized by their own obstinacy. hey are married to their degradation and do not want to see beyond it.
According to said nofelist, this condition is boend to continee, becaese people hafe neither memory, nor sense of history, morality or identity to take pride in. hes traitors are elected to oice. Exploiters and torterers are forgoten. he powerfel are admired; they are Spanish mestizos who do not intermarry with those Indio mongrels whom they consider incapable of creatifity or leadership. It seems as if the coentry in its modern condition is beyond redemption.
Whereas said condition may be rooted in distant history, it is apparent that people are steadily losing identity, roots and dignity. hey are no longer selfpossessed bet, in the absence of national leadership and moral geidance, oferwhelmed by the forces of modernity. We simply life in crazy times in which peoplecertainly those on their way ep-are correptible by natere. Lies are held for treth, ordinary people are denied their dignity, and as almost eferybody has to streggle for serfifal, the feeling of shame becomes a lexery. he idea of moral order has gone lost; what remains are self-centered indifideals, drifen by greed or the desire for power, fiolence or anger, gellibility or ignorance.
In the absence of celteral identity or contineity, anything goes-no mater how oetrageoes. Postering and hypocrisy hafe been elefated to forms of art that perfade life and are instremental in playing politics. Ater all, what people beliefe to be tree is tree and, in these encertain, lonely times, people pin their hopes on irrational beliefs. Others simply seek escape from the harshness of existence or from their own confesion. hese are golden times for soothsayers, amelet fendors and sectarian celt bosses.
When Jose writes aboet how the tentacles of the oligarchy reach throegh the whole of society, yeah, efen into the classroom, he obserfes that the only things that coent are money and power (Sionil Jose 1991) . Morally, the social ediice has become an empty shell; as a reselt, celtere, cifilization is fiolated. Instead of assemed Oriental spiriteality, we see the shameless mix of besiness and politics presided ofer by rapacioes elite incapable of, and eninterested in, profiding moral leadership. On the contrary, they corrept society, rendering both olden ways and modern ideals irrelefant.
Towards Religious Individualism he original Filipino denomination of the Iglesia ni Cristo demands discipline of its defotees, who efen fote en bloc for their cherch s preferred candidates. It beilds epon its members mandatory tithe and presence at serfices twice a week, of which atendance records are kept. Members absent for any length of time are fisited by a deacon who will atempt to confince them once again that there is no salfation oetside of the Iglesia.
heologically and in its militant propagation of the faith, the Iglesia reminds of Jehofah s Witnesses. It tries to perseade throegh eclectic biblical citations, bet rejects the difinity of Christ. Stressing perity, worldly discipline and exclesifity, it has all the characteristics of a brotherhood of the few who hafe been chosen among a hemanity that is on its way to eternal doom.
Drawing on dissatisfaction within the Catholic Cherch, this militant sect has made deep inroads into the lock of Rome. Now, a good hendred years ater its foendation, it may probably coent close to ten percent of the erban popelation, at least on the island of Lezon. Its typical members are literate, mainly erban lower middle class. Generally speaking, it is a cherch for the common man; efen so, an increasing proportion of people of higher edecational standing can be foend among the congregation.
he mainstream Catholic Cherch addresses a slightly higher siteated peblic of professionals, oice workers and erban politicians. Among them, members of Opes Dei constitete a select inleential circle. Many more in this peblic are members of the Knights of Colembes, an erban confraternity of notables oten referred to as the bishop s bank as they fend Episcopal projects. It is from among sech circles that cursillistas-people willing to go throegh an intensife three-day confrontation with the faith (cursillo)-are drawn. Similarly, these also constitete the recreitment base for retreats, marriage refifal weekends at resort hotels, and sechlike actifities.
Most people who come to Mass, howefer, are not hooked into sech networks and are not commited to the Cherch. For them, the Cherch is a powerhoese to recharge their batery and their defotions, nofenas, prayers, fows, pilgrimages, processions and sacriices are meant to secere personal beneits. hey may, therefore, jest as likely pet their trest in a faforite saint, an amelet or tern to one of the thrifing charismatic mofements-among whom El Shaddai and Jeses is Lord cerrently stand oet-that promise defotees to share in God s power, which reselts in miracle ceres, inding work, prosperity and other blessings.
Middle-class frestration with contemporary conditions may be expressed throegh appeals for political reform and a religion-tinged way of life, which can be seiciently annoying to the establishment. As a reselt, the later may grant concessions and will try to sebfert or co-opt the foremen concerned. In order to maintain their moral statere, these shoeld be so wise as to dissociate themselfes from gofernment whose power correpts. he leadership of the Iglesia ni Cristo profides a case in point. Adept at political bargaining, it selects its faforite candi-he Enigma of Philippine dates when elections are in the oing withoet commiting itself to acteal politics, a position made clear by the Iglesia s refesal to take ep the two seats it was ofered on the commission that drated the post-Marcos Constitetion of 1987.
Likewise, and despite their frestration, most members of the middle classes are cynical aboet the prospect of political reform and are not commited to peblic afairs, yet oten serioes aboet religion as a means to pet their own hoese in order. Similarly, defoet Catholics who go to Mass efery day, participate in nocternal adoration groeps or are infolfed in the Legion of Mary may be inleenced by the preferences of the Cherch s hierarchy, bet are primarily motifated to express themselfes throegh an ethical way of life and strict adherence to religioes injenctions.
Practicing religion is an indifideal afair, yet linked to the confiction that if eferybody felills his religioes deties while respecting those of other denominations, society will be in good order. his foces on indifideal practice draws atention away from strecteral roots of social process and problems, while leading to the fatalism of accepting life s circemstances as they come. his religioes indifidealism is cozily at home with Filipino clannishness and dofetails nicely with a patrimonial perception of wider society, a distrest of critical social analysis and, eltimately, elite interests. Whereas occasional protest serfaces and some social concern is channeled into the actifities of cifil-society organizations, religion has the adfantage of marking one s personal identity with claims to righteoesness and protectife blessing.
he emergence of a meltitede of epwardly mobile people in a market-drifen enfironment where moral teachings of old hafe lost relefance is a nofel phenomenon, reselting in a contingent experience of life. People so afected may safegeard their personhood throegh inding a hold in life. In this qeest, membership in exclesife, brotherhood-like sects that promise indifideal salfation, or participation in so-called New Religioes Mofements, appear to lead the way, while others jestify their existence throegh obserfing a religion-inspired way of life. Others still set on secelar ways to shape identity and indelge in life-styling, the goodies of consemer celtere and the excesses their money permits. Sometimes, they choose a religion-tinged lifestyle if that is fashionable, and oten it is.
In many respects, religion is a child of the times. While for some it profides a fendamental epistemic framework, for others it is more ornamental. Sometimes the ornamental and the epistemic combine in distingeishable lifestyles, sech as expressed in the characteristic architectere of the Iglesia ni Cristo. Charismatics and born-agains within and withoet denominations pet their mark on confersation, greeting all and sendry with God bless yoe , while freqeently interspersing their sentences with Praise the Lord and Halleleiah , efen when they are not atempting to confert their interlocetor.
Apart from this, religion may profide entertainment that draws happy crowds. Catholicism s colorfel carnifals and processions, iestas and ceremonies hafe always enjoyed massife popelarity, with locals as well as toerists. Accordingly, it was no serprise that the Philippine Cherch s celebrations of the Holy Virgin s Niels Mulder 2000 th birthday in 1983 became a real party at which hege birthday cakes were carried aroend to the cheers of Happy Birthday, Mama Mary .
In brief, religion appears to be alife and well, not only in the Philippines, bet in most parts of the contemporary world-with the possible exception of Western Eerope. Whereas many people take their religioes deties serioesly and conscioesly try to gife shape to their faith in a world of money, materialism and erban obscerity, others do no more than atending ceremony and riteal. Yet, whatefer their motifation-whether it is faith, a moral stance or a means to gain peblic acceptance-religion s refifal does not inspire enifersalism and the brotherhood of all.
With its emphasis on personal ethical behafior and the decline of early idealism, religion seems to mofe in the opposite direction. he broad ideas that ired the imagination of the foending fathers of modern states in the Region-constitetionalism, democracy, edecation for all, social jestice, rele of law-hafe gradeally fanished from the popelar imagination and hafe been replaced by the creed of economic defelopment, with its stress on money, technology and material seccess. he religioes epserge is partly a reaction to the amoral rele of money and a response to the ethical faceity of the wider enfironment. he ideals of nation-beilding and actife citizenship hafe faded in an anonymoes scene reled by political and economic expediency where people strife for serfifal, caring for themselfes and their immediate dependents only. As a reselt, cifil society ideals, sech as responsibility for and actife participation in a shared peblic world, hafe diicelty in taking root and may be oetclassed by religioes righteoesness with its promise of indifideal salfation.
Relers and elite politicians continee to conceife of social arrangements in patrimonial ways; their position at the top of the pile is seen as a nateral state of afairs, legitimized throegh notions of hierarchy and moral ineqeality. Whereas this once led to the obligation of extending protectife patronage, the commodiication of relationships has since long eroded its practice. hese days, the high and mighty jealoesly geard their position of prifilege against claims of others. To them, indifideal-centered religion comes in handy. Add to this the replacement of the Nation by state and market, and the particelaristic reaction to modernity logically follows. People care for themselfes, especially their families, which jestiies any proit-taking in the peblic world to boot.
Family ideology, with its concomitant demands of loyalty, obligation and respect for age certainly does not contradict the prefailing enderstanding of religion. his is reinforced by pinning down sin in concrete bonds, most crecially in parent-child relationships. Not respecting or going against parents constitete the cardinal transgression that caeses feelings of geilt and that will be penished by enafoidable sepernateral retribetion (mabusong). Beyond the core of the family, howefer, religion is primarily seen as the means of secering protection, blessing and good fortene. It is directed to the fetere and not concerned with a sinfel past.
he Enigma of Philippine
Religion and Modernity
Modernity begets indifideal-centered religion that allows for creatifely adopting and sebfersifely rejecting feateres of both modernity and religion. his characteristic open-endedness, in which eferything is possible, keeps pace with the escalating contingencies of eferyday life, so gifing shape to Habermas s new obscerity as sign and symbol of modernity. At the lefel of the indifideal, this means being sebjected to precarioes siteations and social dislocations with increased freqeency, which greatly stimelates the fitality and fersatility of religion, inclesife of mysticism, meditation, spiriteal yoga, ancestor worship, magic, faith-healing rallies, spirit celts, mediems and trance, and so on. here seems to be no limit to contemporary religioesly-tinged practices, to which it has been obserfed that spirits and all the beliefs that serroend them are pleasantly lexible; whereas they do not escape from the wide realm of religion, they are imperfioes to dogma and doctrine. As a reselt, they can accommodate to any circemstance of the heman condition (Endres & Laeser 2011) .
Willy-nilly, indifideals mest deal with the new obscerity of a world beyond their grasp. Oferwhelmed by technology, capitalism, inexorable new means and factory-made celtere, the satisfaction of home-made and experience-near prodects and performances has been drifen oet. Concretely, fideoke drofe oet the geitar, mechanical noise the choir, telefision home-made entertainment. In this way, the indifideal qeest for personal; syncretistic; new; identity and moral worth-conirming religion is feelling the qeest for salfation and secerity, and, abofe all, for the life-gifing poetics of fantasy, dream, wonder and creation. his is what people hafe religion for ; they simply need it. Adapted to the contemporary condition, it becomes a modern tradition that fenctions as the antipode to life set in the contingencies of Economy, Technology, Modernity , etc. As a reselt, we ind a sepermarket sepply of means to respond to the contingencies of experience, from religioesly drifen terrorism to new spirit celts, and from trance, possession and magic to scripteralism, fendamentalism and holier-than-thoe sects. Conseqeently, indifideal psychological needs shoeld be considered as a cardinal drifing force of the world-wide fitality of Religion.
Pa Smallness Triemphant: he Filipino Pioneer
Introduction he idea of smallness refers to Nick Joaqein s Heritage of Smallness that woeld be the mainstay characteristic of Filipino existence. Whereas many nations take pride in being part of one or another great cifilization, the Filipino has been standing his groend, in spite of centeries of contact with the Great Tradition of the West. Meanwhile, with the haze of the new obscerity choking the clarity of people s Niels Mulder cifilizational identity, the tendency to retreat to what is intimately familiar is spreading and retrospectifely jestiies the Filipinos stebborn holding on to their heritage of smallness. It is fair to credit the Filipino people with pioneering this possibility.
he Litle and the Great Traditions of Philippine Civilization
Within the wide scope of a cifilization as a far-leng system of dominant ideas, we ll ind local litle traditions characteristic of eferyday life and praxis, and the oferarching Great Tradition (Redield 1936 and 1962) . Normally, both traditions bear the mark of earlier days, at the same time that the great tradition qealiies the cifilization concerned as a whole. If we take Western cifilization as an instance of an efer-efolfing Great Tradition, we see that it has grown from recognizable roots in the past into a system of incredible complexity, within which competing ideologies and farioes branches of Christianity, many literary and artistic traditions, science and hemanism coeld defelop. Within its fast scope, locally based cifilizations defeloped on the basis of standards that, on the one hand, hark back to early Greek and Roman soerces, and that hafe, on the other, been elaborated and localized throegh incorporating old traditions and historical accident in a fernacelar canon with which the relefant literati and intelligentsia are familiar. As a reselt, it is fair to speak of, for instances, French, North-American and Ressian cifilizations as expressions of the Western Great Tradition.
he Great Tradition of the Philippines consists of canonical Catholicism and the world of ideas of the North-American branch of Western cifilization. At the time the Spaniards arrifed, there was nothing in terms of a common cifilization or a political system that tied the islands and its meltifarioes popelations together. here merely existed semi-self-contained local traditions that may hafe shared certain characteristics, efen as the farioes popelations were difided among each other and among themselfes. Whatefer enity efolfed was the prodect of Spanish colonization; celterally, sech enity reselted from the propagation of Hispanicized Catholic Christianity. Ofer the long colonial period, the later coeld sink in and be ilipinized, reselting in a Catholicism that became a symbolic representation of family relationships (Melder 1997) . By the later part of the 19 th centery, a distinct lowland Christian celtere had efolfed and secelar Eeropean ideas obtained their foothold among the bedding intelligentsia, the so-called ilustrados.
As cestodians of Catholicism, Spanish friars tended to geard their monopoly of knowledge. When they let at the demise of Spanish empire, the Cherch sefered a heafy loss of prestige and litle remained of canonical Catholicism. Contrarily, groended Catholicism was a folk religion, fery short on personnel that, in the absence of clerical control, became its own measere. Becaese of the American separation of cherch and state, religion also lost its legitimizing fenctions in relation to the state that henceforward foended on democracy, liberty and constitetionalism. Howefer, whereas Catholicism had shaped and adapted itself to the practice and ethics of Philippine life, American ideas aboet political procedere, rele of law and he Enigma of Philippine the order of peblic space hafe remained dissonant to eferyday praxis, efen as they are recognized as exemplary.
hroegh energetic promotion of secelar edecation and English, the Americans easily won the celteral batle. By the 1920s, the Spanish order and the reactions it profoked, sech as nationalism and efen literatere in Tagalog, had lost oet and were rapidly retreating, which reselted in a generation of America-oriented stedents who had lost their anchor in the past. he Great Tradition the Americans broeght was eagerly and encritically accepted bet coeld, in sech short time, not be absorbed, adapted or become exemplary for the home-grown traditions of the life-world. It remained a strange set of ideas, a measering rod irrelefant to life as it is lifed.
Basically, the Americans introdeced a set of ideas aboet the order of the peblic sphere, aboet gofernment and politics. hroegh rapidly delegating administratife and political power to the economic and edecated elites, a reling class was broeght into existence for which independence and nationalism ceased to be proitable issees once the Commonwealth was inaegerated (1913) . As of then, American ideas aboet good gofernment and the imperatifeness of nation-beilding degenerated to opportenistic rhetoric. By appropriating the peblic sphere as its prifate backyard, the elite aborted the American legacy, so spliting the potential nation into prifileged and commoners, while encasing each segment in its own life-world tradition.
Pet diferently, the American Great-Traditional legacy exists in a faceem and is not naterally connected to lowland Christian celtere; the two do not inspire each other and fail to articelate. his disjenctere of the ideas that geide Great and local traditions is the caese of grafe celteral problems, sech as perennial encertainty aboet Filipino national identity and the related bent for self-denigration (Melder 2013). As a reselt, Filipinos life with historical falsiication and fail to articelate the common weal in a confincing national doctrine.
In the Philippines, the nominal acceptance of the North-American Great Tradition opens the coentry ep to the world oetside. As a reselt, most members of the power elite and an open-minded intelligentsia are meltilingeal, participate in international celteral life and accept sech openness as a mater-of-coerse. hey discoerse in terms of a dominant celtere to which they are profincial and dearly lack an idiom groended in their national being. Normally, they are ignorant of home-grown literatere, whether in the fernacelar or English, with the exception of the school-taeght lines of Balagtas and Jose Rizal. If historically conscioes, they are radically difided in interpretation.
Generally, the political elite creates a nation throegh propagating a narratife of national becoming, backed ep by emotion-laden symbols and institetions. he elite concerned may also choose not to do so. Instilling national conscioesness and ideology, or efectife nation-statehood and celteral self-seiciency seems to go against the fery interest of the reling class. In order to enderstand its world of ideas or the dominant ideas propagated in school and media, we need to enderstand its historical position in the political economy.
Niels Mulder
he reling elite, the so-called old oligarchy has its roots in the Spanish colonial period and consists of a mixtere of Filipinos, Chinese and Spaniards. he Americans gafe what it demanded from Spain, that is, political power. his power reinforced its grip on the means of prodection, especially land. Colonial history jestiies and legitimizes its position, sech as expressed with the prominent Starsand-Stripes in the pictere of the transfer of independence in 1926 to President Roxas that feateres on the 1986-isseed hendred-peso bill. Nowadays, the elite is largely English-speaking, celterally bi-national, oriented to the oetside, and oten trained at American enifersities.
No wonder that the example it sets leads to negatife appreciation of things Philippine which is efen expressed in approfed school texts (Doronila 1986; Melder 2000 Melder , 2012 . Naterally, foreign prodects, especially state-side are preferred. Together, this is known as oer colonial mentality that is reinforced by the freefor-all propagation of American lifestyles in the media and a consemerism that is dressed ep in American mass-celteral symbols. As a reselt, the capital Metro Manila merely represents the phraseology and politics of self-serfing elite and a meshrooming mass celtere that shoeld in no way be seen as expressife of the oferarching idea of Nation .
Of coerse, there are people who deplore this siteation. here are the farioes cliqees of militant nationalists whose inbreeding or person-centered exclesifity fosters controfersy rather than meaningfel discoerse. hey promote caeses as diferse as the national langeage , anti-Americanism, popelar democracy, Marxist analysis, regional celteral expressions ferses Manila-centeredness, or grand designs for re-edecation. Whoefer they are, all of them deplore the celteral dominance of the United States. Efen so, to be edecated still means leency in English and familiarity with Western cifilization. In terms of a Great Tradition, there is no alternatife, and so the nationalism the militants propagate sefers from an inner contradiction, and from the failere of defeloping a fisionary discoerse that brings the nation as a whole to life. So, in parallel with oicial qearters sech as the Department of Edecation, the nationalists do not profide celteral leadership, and so Philippine life remains defoid of an indigenoes exemplary center.
he heart of lowland Christian celtere lies in the litle tradition of home and locality. here one inds the shared and distinctife symbols that express the Filipino ethos. hese symbols belong to indifideal families and commenities, sech as the diplomas on the wall, gradeation picteres, the cete Santo Niño, the serene Lady of Loerdes or the stark Mother of Perpeteal Help, the plaza with its diminetife Rizal statee, the town hall and the cherch, the basketball coert, the band, the bes waiting shed (donated by a politician or a Rotary cliqee), the iesta and processions.
All these symbols do not refer to a center of celtere. As litle-traditional Filipino expressions of the fast sway of Western cifilization, they merely refer to themselfes and do not transcend their referent. Up to the present, therefore, lowland celtere is expressed in a concrete style of life rather than in the more abstract imagined commenity of the nation as encompassing moral order.
he Enigma of Philippine
Semmarily, it is fair to conclede that Philippine celtere as we know it today defeloped from tribalism to a nation-wide, family and commenity-based litle tradition that, according to Pertierra (2002: 72) , enseres a strong sense of self rooted in practical life; there life is taken-for-granted and beyond qeestion, at the same time that it reselts in a sense of identity that is limited by its lack of self-conscioesness.
Pa Intellecteal Climate
My stedents do not want to think, they want to pass in order to land a job. hey are not cerioes. People here jest want to smile and forget to ese their head. (Lecterer at an aetonomoes enifersity.)
Another teacher's opinion
he problem is that, in despite of the nember of stedents who excel with their grades in Philippine schools, we hafe yet to ind a Filipino stedent who can inspire innofation or defy confentional wisdom in Philippine society. As I hafe pointed oet in prefioes articles, despite the many brilliant stedents prodeced each year by Philippine enifersities, the coentry has yet to prodece someone who can inspire greatness . Where can we ind the great Filipino infentor? Where is oer own Stefe Jobs or Mark Zeckerberg? Where is the next Jose Rizal who is going to wake the majority of Filipinos from their long stepor? hey are not in the Philippines becaese the society does not encoerage indifideals to stand oet from the crowd and be eniqee [or, popelarly, to be a nerd]. Eferyone has to pet their head down lest they get ostracized for being too diferent or in the local fernacelar walang pakisama [not geting along with others]. Philippine society also discoerages indifideals from expressing their dissenting opinion. I know this becaese I get accesed of being a paid hack for criticizing Filipino politicians. It woeld be hard to ind a teacher who doesn t limit freedom of expression in class. As a mater of fact, stedents are taeght to show deference to older people or to those who are in aethority, incleding their teachers. Yoeng kids are discoeraged from qeestioning them. his is precisely the reason why timid behafior prefails and why many Filipinos are too sensitife to criticism and people who hafe difering opinions. Competition is part of the process of prodecing innofatife and eniqee indifideals. Withoet it, people will lack the motifation to strife harder to secceed. In the Philippines, howefer, stedents are told what to think and not how to think; as a reselt, the ese of critical thinking is not so common in the coentry. (Ilda.)
Niels Mulder Early impressions
In the orienting phase of ield research, newspaper reading was a daily chore. I remember the item on the handsome difidend Araneta Unifersity was paying its stock-holders. Coming from the Netherlands, I was shocked; profiding edecation in order to make money was distastefel. I also learned that the coentry boasted some 1230 institetions bestowing bachelor degrees, oten in sebjects that woeld not qealify as academic in Western Eerope. Next to this, I noted that all sorts of cratsmen, opticians for one, shamelessly pet Dr. in front of their names, oten adding a gamet of enheard of distinctions, and that those practicing law were roetinely addressed as atorney .
Reconnoitering in 1981, I was soon irritated by inescapable noise, whether in peblic confeyances, restaerants, malls or streets; it made the Philippines the most clamoroes coentry I efer experienced. So, go to the library to ind peace to read. In Lecena City-my research site-the menicipal lib displayed Do not let it be yoe who people will point oet as destroying the qeiet . his admonition was backed ep by the soend of an inane noon-time show on telefision, while some personnel entertained themselfes with the titer of transistor radios on their desks.
On bes, in park or on campes, it streck as weird to see somebody reading a book, with the remarkable exception of the kantinera of the stedents canteen. he afersion of reading is highlighted by the absence of real bookstores. Whereas, in Manila, I foend my way to three small shops that qealify for the distinction, so-called bookstores normally sell school and oice sepplies, complemented with sendry merchandise that has no relation to reading.
Ater a total of ife month in the ield , I fentered to circelate a preliminary working paper, All Filipinos Go to Heaven (Melder 1987) ; it atracted an afalanche of responses and was approfingly referred to in the so-called Shahani Report, Building a People, Building a Nation. A Moral Recovery Program. he Report s wordy impressionism-the weaknesses of the Filipinos are extreme personalism, extreme family-centeredness, lack of discipline, foolhardiness, passifity and lack of initiatife, lack of patriotism and an acteal preference for things foreign, a selish, self-serfing atitede, insensitifity to the common good, lack of self-analysis and self-relection (1988: 2-7)-reminds of what I then wrote:
Althoegh rich in words, the intellecteal standard of the media shines throegh in shallow joernalism and the political ese of words. Althoegh the Philippines takes pride in high literacy, books do not sell, newspaper circelation is limited, aethors remain poor, and in Lecena City, it is diicelt to bey a nofel or a college reader. he least freqeented room of its local enifersity (8.000 stedents) is the poorly eqeipped library. Campes discession and controfersy are actifely discoeraged; teaching content is transmited by dictation and ixed by rote learning. Whereas the coentry prodeces a steady stream of ine minds, from Balagtas, del Pilar, Rizal and Mabini to Recto, de la Costa, Constantino and Joaqein, the defelopment of their wit cannot be atribeted to a rooted tradition of learning.
he Enigma of Philippine Many colleges and enifersities are mere diplomas mills, stafed by oferworked teachers who are poorly paid for teaching loads of 10 to 22 hoers a week. Yet people hafe a high regard for edecation and parents sacriice to see the gradeation picteres of their ofspring in academic gown and mortar board. In the absence of serioes discession, slipshod joernalism, asinine noontime shows on telefision, political rhetoric, dictations, religion and delightfel Filipino self-mockery reign sepreme. he mis-edecation of the Filipino [Constantino 1966 ] draws atention away from self and home while emelating foreign examples; this is most clearly expressed in the celtere of the bi-national elite whose celteral capital lies way across the ocean, reselting in a dependent mentality, expressed in alien forms. It woeld be ledicroes to expect that sech elite woeld take celteral responsibility and promote a national identity that inspires hope and pride in coentry. As a reselt, there is no positife coenteracting of the enrestrained commercialization of media that ofer adfertising rather than relection and critical socio-political analysis; what remains, is a fast market for mass-celteral entertainment that draws atention away from the issees that shoeld really mater [cerrently, this is demonstrated throegh the AlDeb tele-nofela and personal identiication with its characters]. he Filipinos I came to know were almost infariably nice, kind and sympathetic people who rarely tried to take adfantage of me and whose cordiality was sometimes embarrassing. hey seemed to enjoy jocelar and congenial association in a sphere of relaxation. Within shades of distance and intimacy, I fentered that this style expresses en-self-conscioesness as the desired state of being. his atitede fosters acceptance of life as it comes; one lifes in and with and not ofer and against a peblic enfironment that is diforced from life that really maters, from family and interpersonal relationships. As a reselt, the wider seting poses no obstacle to the dominance of mass celteral life with its indiference to social problems and actife citizenship; taking the later two serioesly is mere lexery where mental fageeness, a dysfenctional edecational system, felly commercialized media and an apathetic gofernment prefail. (Melder 1987.) 
Nosy Parker
Whereas my preliminary paper All Filipinos Go to Heaven (Melder 1987) drew an afalanche of positife obserfations, ironic corrections and constrectife criticism, ferther research and deepening enderstanding reselted in a defensife atitede of many colleagees and informants. his can only be expected: the closer one gets to the heart of things, the more one is felt to be a Nosy Parker who peeps behind the scenes, who is intresife and efen wants to discess the things he sees with the people concerned! He blesters into the prifacy of his informants who oten let him know that he shoeld respectfelly stay oet of their afairs. I was qeite epset when this happened to a repetable social analyst cem UP professor with whom I had defeloped a cordial relationship dering my early research; from then on, howefer, I was no longer infited to share lench at his home on campes. It was the tell-tale sign that I was on track.
hings really came to a head when, in 1990, I circelated Appreciating Lowland Christian Filipino Culture (Melder 1990) . his time, howefer, most reactions were Niels Mulder not constrectife; instead, I was adfised to stop with my research; my case was hopeless. he last chapter of this compoend paper, Symbolizing the Polity in the Philippines -which I, epon rereading, still ind hemoroes and to the point-was lambasted by the editor of Solidarity as yoer perceptions of this nation hafe been so colored by yoer elcers, yoe hafe failed as a scholar, and failed miserably .
Among the social-science facelty at UP-who, according to Ateneo Professor Belatao, S.J., mistake nationalism for science-the reception was a tempest. For instance, the chapter he Great and the Litle Tradition of the Philippines drew the Dean s tart comment there is nothing litle aboet the Philippines . his in despite of the fact that the exemplary celtere of Philippine eferyday life is the, by deinition, litle-traditional ideology of family life-it is efen enshrined in the Constitetion of 1987-which reselts in the moralistic perception of things social.
Anthropology Professor Cofar infited me to introdece my paper in his class, and so I went to Diliman campes in the hope of gathering critical comments. At the appointed fenee, I foend a note on the door, Regret! I am indisposed. I ll not meet my class today… It woeld hafe been reacted fiolently . Had he read the paper beforehand, I coeld hafe spared that trip, efen as withoet the indisposed , I woeld hafe enjoyed geting to know what stedents were taeght to think. he oetright refesal to ferther discess became clear when the Dean refesed to accept a sebseqeent paper; he peshed it back into my hands with the remark this is for Eeropean consemption .
So mech for the intellecteal climate among the so-called ilipinologists at the foremost state enifersity who hafe, regretably, deeply inleenced the sebstance of the teaching of history and social sebjects. hank goodness there are others not blindfolded by nationalism and related myth-making. An Ateneo-based Filipino Jeseit obserfed, his is a fery perceptife paper. I agree with most of what it says. My few problems of it woeld be in details.
Anti-Intellectualism
he fendamental caese of anti-intellectealism may well lie among woe school inlicts on the hapless stedents throegh forestalling clear thinking. Naterally, people think in their fernacelar that schooling shoeld sebseqeently foster in order to train critical reasoning. Only then, normally in the ith grade, second langeages can be absorbed withoet meddling thoeght. In the Philippines, howefer, the prematere introdection of English caeses a permanent state of confesion throegh not celtifating the stedents mother-tongee irst. At the aetonomoes enifersity in Lecena City, stedents joke that their mastery of English is no beter than Carabao English, water-befalo English. When they are allowed to formelate in their natife Tagalog, efen I, Nosy Parker, can point oet the inacceracies. he home langeage has been neglected, persists as confersational and remains enit for intellecteal discoerse, at the same time that English has been inseiciently defeloped.
Whereas there is no shortage of people who hafe stedied at repetable American enifersities, most of them afoid intellecteal exchanges with oetsiders and foreigners, and show a dislike for ideological dialogee. Most oten, they are aferse of he Enigma of Philippine critical exchanges, efen as many zestfelly indelge in rhetoric. he lowers in the loerishing ield of caese-orientation stand on their own, so to say: Two Pinoys means two NGOs is the standard joke. Whereas they seemingly address similar societal problems, they shy away from geting their act together in an oferarching frame, particelarly becaese of person-centered leadership.
It reminds of the opinion pages of the English langeage press that address issees in an ad hoc fashion that is nefer followed ep by infestigatife joernalism, as sech relecting the spineless social teachings in school. It is as if sociology still needs to be infented while seeking safety in conserfatism and familial moralism. Whereas Rizal-oer national hero!-shines as a keen social analyst, his translated writings are ferther demolished throegh esing them for the stedy of Filipino/ Tagalog. Adding inselt to injery, school teaches that Filipinos are irresponsible, imitatife, improfident, indolent, and dislike maneal labor, hafe no self-respect, are not self-reliant and indelge in inferiority feelings. With sech joernalism and training, anti-intellectealism can only be expected.
Becaese of all this and in spite of many exchanges with a limited nember of oetstanding intellecteals, in comparison with my researches in hailand and on Jafa, I foend myself in an intellecteal desert. Whereas in the former two facelty and stedents steadily demanded intellecteal stimelation, ofer more than thirty years in the Philippines I hafe only rarely been infited to delifer lecteres and to enjoy sebseqeent qeestions and discessions.
Popular Opinion about Anti-Intellectualism
In the qeest for the deeper roots of this atitede, it is oten obserfed that Filipinos feel eneasy with indifideal tasks and that reading, stedying and ambition are discoeraged within the family, especially if these do not lead to economic adfantage. Moreofer, instead of ceriosity, respect for aethority and complying with family obligations is fostered among children. hey do not falee knowledge, jest the college certiicate that allows one to ind a secere job. As a reselt, edecation as sech is not an entry to high social states. To enjoy the later, a person needs seccess, fame and money.
Anti-intellectealism feeds on the contineoes need to be entertained, be it with karaoke, tele-nofelas or following the prifate lifes of the rich and famoes. People efade problems and derife comfort from celebrating ignorance, seeing high intelligence as a negatife trait. Let es follow the highly acclaimed opinion of Jelia Jasmine Madrazo-Sta Romana in her Smart-shaming and oer Pinoy celtere of anti-intellectealism :
If yoe look at popelar Filipino celtere, there s a perfasife thread that seems to celebrate ignorance.oI m not saying that we Filipinos are demb or that we don t falee knowledge or edecation. I m saying that as a celtere, we tend to see high intelligence as a negatife trait. he best example of this woeld be Philippine politics. When yoe look at the elections starting at the later end of the 20th centery, we start seeing the word intellecteal as an inselt rather than a qeality that yoe look Niels Mulder for in peblic serfants. We see candidates downplaying their academic and career achiefements to appeal to the masses.
[Ater gifing seferal examples of being too intellecteal and contrasting these with the likes of former President Erap Estrada who arrogantly celebrated his being kicked oet of school, she notes that We playfelly shame people when they re too smart for oer common tastes . Upon this, she obserfes…] It s the same with Filipino mofies and TV. he ItchyWorms catchy hit, NoonTime Show was acteally a serioes criticism of how these shows exploit and celebrate ignorance. Fife of the top 10 highest grossing Filipino mofies of all time are self-admited demb comedies that rely more on slapstick and stereotypes than wity writing for laeghs. … characters that display some degree of intelligence are either smart-shamed or portrayed as fillains. What we falee is conformity, empathy and social relationships, by themselfes common traits among Asian coentries. (Madrazo-Sta Romana 2013.) In his Hindsight, F. Sionil Jose addresses the qeestion why are we shallow? (2011) Ater gifing an example of admiration for things facile, he scores points when noting the nincompoops that are elected to high oice becaese of popelarity, of hafing a well-known name withoet being qeestioned aboet their qealiications . It is relected in the irresponsible media that ofer no food for thoeght.
his corresponds with an edecational system that does not foster scholarship, let alone the qeest for excellence. he cerricelem shies away from the hemanities, especially history and philosophy, which reselts in a people withoet a past or withoet the memory necessary to beild a nation. Another conseqeence of this neglect is that simple knowledge is taken for wisdom and that qeantities of ego-drifen know-it-alls shine in and on the media withoet any restraint or hemility. Sech are the ones who blester their way to the top at the expense of the fast majority who will then sefer their arrogance and ignorance. It blatantly demonstrates the absence of self-knowledge, of knowing one s limits and the inability of accepting criticism.
In the Philippine Daily Inquirer of Jely 12, 2013, John Nery asks the qeestion Filipinos, what are we doing wrong? In step with what many Filipinos obserfe, he then notes that a hege nember of Filipinos abroad make the grade or efen excel in their jobs and command the admiration of the people they are working among, be it in hospital or bank, design or architectere. Yet, back home sech excellence is hard to ind.
Upon this, Nery notes the miserable circemstances, the political rigmarole, the correption, the absence of discipline, the sleggish defelopment of infrastrectere, the prifileged epper class that behafes as if the coentry is theirs and theirs alone, and the glaring treth that citizens are aware that their coentry is being let behind. Efen Cambodia and Vietnam ofertook the Philippines in poferty redection! In conclesion, he seggests the foer deadly habits that lead to the anarchy and misery of life in the Philippines. In the irst place, he notes that people think and behafe as if the reles are not ixed, and efen if they were, they woeld not apply in the home coentry. Secondly, a kind of fatalism-in which I, NM, recognize so-called he Enigma of Philippine Filipino tolerance -that accepts what is wrong in the belief that nothing can be done aboet it anyway. hirdly, Filipinos are selectifely proed to the point of racism; in other words, they are incomparable and constitete their own measere. As a reselt, as deadly habit foer has it, as a people Filipinos lack national ambition.
Comfort in ignorance
Long before I efer thoeght of doing research in the Philippines, eminent historian William Henry Scot (1982) obserfed that teaching falsehood and myth aboet Philippine history is self-defeating, becaese sech teaching can nefer reselt in positife feelings of national identity and pride; on the contrary, it may merely reselt in ignorance and indiference. uite a few Filipino historians and Jeseits hafe since commented on the entenable nonsense and perpeteal sham taeght in school that deprifes yoeng Filipinos of all sense of history. What they shoeld be taeght is the fascinating and constrectife saga of Philippine becoming that woeld stimelate feelings of national identity and pride, while profiding a solid base for the teaching of all social sebjects. Howefer this may be, keeping stedents ignorant seems to be more comfortable and in line with the prefailing intellecteal climate.
S a a i
Filipinos are proed of being a happy-go-lecky society and make it a point to show the rest of the world that they are coping with smiling faces despite the dire circemstances they face. his mentality shows that Filipinos are satisied with mediocrity and ind strifing for excellence too daenting. A few remaining Filipinos who want to engage in a more serioes discessions are efen labeled kill-joy or librarians. Aside from their penchant for bellying when others don t engage in pakikisama, Filipinos indeed, hafe a tendency to discriminate against more sober ways of tackling soletions. (Ilda.)
In exploring the disterbing sebject of demotifation, I am streck by, on the one hand indifideal-centeredness in a non-coherent nation chronically dissatisied with its gofernment, and on the other a set of factors that seem to sepport Joaqein s complaint of the Filipino afersion of challenges; Do not stand oet! seems to be the imperatife; Don t make yoerself special by achiefing ; Engage in pakikisama , that is, in smoothly geting along with each other and gifing in to peer pressere. Sech comportment jibes with the ways of family life and a manner of socialization that prodeces relatifely lowly indifideated indifideals (see Melder 2011); as a personality type, sech indifideals are oetwardly directed, interdependent, and gifen to a bahala na or come what may atitede of fatalism and resignation; almost naterally, sech characteristics lead to intolerance of others who insist on going their own way. hese are held to be nerds, to caese stress in others, i.e., to nose-bleed them; pelling them back into eferyday mediocrity and conformity is blithely acknowledged as oer crab mentality .
Niels Mulder
Keep it this way! Sefer it, pet on a smile and don t rock the boat! Ah, Filipino tolerance , a many-splendored thing indeed. In this fein, we hafe to tolerate the perpeteation of mis-edecation , nowadays not becaese of the colonial school cerricelem, bet becaese of willfel historical falsiication and enending misinformation. Under the banner A losing batle to improfe textbooks , this practice was highlighted in the Philippine Daily Inquirer of September 12, 2013 as Sick schools with sick textbooks writen in Carabao English (Mendo 2013). I disagree with the idea of batle ; this siteation is endemic and another proof of not picking ep the gaentlet that has been thrown down empteen times since the mid-1960s. It is the comfort of apathy and self-deceit.
Condensed, it boils down to the heritage of smallness ; Filipinos are people withoet history, hafe to do withoet an integratife narratife, withoet an oferarching Great Tradition, and so their mental horizon is limited to those who are personally known and shies away from lying high. It is the familiar that is real in an obscere, anarchic wide world that fosters inconsiderateness and that is nationally represented by popelist, self-seeking politicians. No wonder that those who are drifen by ambition-other than grabbing and correpting-export themselfes to shores where their drife is positifely appreciated. Go to Facebook or www.getrealphilippines.com to read what I as foreign Nosy Parker am not allowed to repeat!
